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Tells the stories of civilians from every strata of American life, North and South, in a comprehensive portrait including
women, free and enslaved African Americans, orphans of soldiers, draft rioters, politicians, and war correspondents.
In 1845, Atlanta was the last stop at the end of a railroad line, the home of just twelve families and three general stores.
By the 1860s, it was a thriving Confederate city, second only to Richmond in importance. A Changing Wind is the first
history to explore the experiences of Atlanta’s civilians during the young city’s rapid growth, the devastation of the Civil
War, and the Reconstruction era when Atlanta emerged as a “New South” city. A Changing Wind vividly brings to life the
stories of Atlanta’s diverse citizens—white and black, free and enslaved, well-to-do and everyday people. A rich and
compelling account of residents’ changing loyalties to the Union and the Confederacy, the book highlights the unequal
economic and social impacts of the war, General Sherman’s siege, and the stunning rebirth of the city in postwar years.
The final chapter of the book focuses on Atlanta’s historical memory of the Civil War and how racial divisions have led to
separate commemorations of the war’s meaning.
“People always say I’m going to look back on these days and laugh — why put it off?” When Angela Nissel found herself
struggling financially while in college, instead of sulking, she decided to entertain herself by creating an online journal that
chronicled her day-to-day trials and tribulations. Written with humor and intelligence, her “Broke Diary” quickly found an
audience as people wrote to Angela to empathize with, console, and laugh with her about her experiences and even
share their own. The Broke Diaries is the first complete compilation of her experiences, written in a voice that is funny,
unique, and dead-on. On buying ramen noodles: I am sooooooo embarassed. I only have 33 cents. I (please don’t
laugh) put the money on the counter and quickly attempt to dash out with my Chicken Flavored Salt Noodles. The guy
calls me back! I look up instinctively, I should have run . . . Why didn’t I run???!! He tells me the noodles are 35 cents. I
try to apologize sincerely. I thought the sign said 33 cents yesterday, so that’s all I brought with me. Could he wait while I
ran home and get the 2 cents? I show him my student I.D. to let him know I am not a thief. He shakes his head and
motions either for me to get the hell out of his store and never come back again or get the money as do come back. I
don’t know. He said something like “Nyeh” and swiped his hand in my direction. I can’t translate hand motions well. The
noodles: tasty!!!
Reveals children as sometimes victims of wartime violence and dislocation, but just as often as observers and
participants.
Engaging With History in the Classroom: The Civil War is the second in a series of middle-grade U.S. history units that
focus on what it means to be an American citizen, living in a democracy that expects as much from its citizens as it
provides to them. In every lesson, students are asked to step into the world of 19th-century America, to hear about and to
see what was happening, to read the words of real people and to imagine their hopes, dreams, and feelings. Students
also learn to question the accounts left behind and to recognize different perspectives on events that divided the nation
but resulted in progress in the path to liberty for all. Resources for teachers include a running script useful as a model for
guiding conceptualization as well as extensive teacher notes with practical suggestion for personalizing activities. Grades
6-8
Children--white and black, northern and southern--endured a vast and varied range of experiences during the Civil War.
Children celebrated victories and mourned defeats, tightened their belts and widened their responsibilities, took part in
patriotic displays and suffered shortages and hardships, fled their homes to escape enemy invaders and snatched
opportunities to run toward the promise of freedom. Offering a fascinating look at how children were affected by our
nation's greatest crisis, James Marten examines their toys and games, their literature and schoolbooks, the letters they
exchanged with absent fathers and brothers, and the hardships they endured. He also explores children's politicization,
their contributions to their homelands' war efforts, and the lessons they took away from the war. Drawing on the
childhoods of such diverse Americans as Jane Addams, Booker T. Washington, and Theodore Roosevelt, and on
sources that range from diaries and memoirs to children's "amateur newspapers," Marten examines the myriad ways in
which the Civil War shaped the lives of a generation of American children. "An original-minded, skillfully and suggestively
presented history, haunting in its detailed unfolding of a war that put so many already vulnerable youngsters in danger,
but elicited from some of them, as well, impressively sensitive, responsive thoughts, gestures, and deeds in what
became, as this extraordinary book's title insists, their civil war.--Journal of American History "James Marten's thoroughly
researched and engagingly written study . . . stands as one of the most exciting studies to emerge in the last dozen
years. . . . Marten has taken a topic ignored by both Civil War historians and historians of childhood and crafted an
engaging, masterful, nuanced, and readable study that will not quickly leave the reader's mind or heart.--American
Studies "The first comprehensive account of Civil War children. . . . Thoroughly researched and nicely illustrated, The
Children's Civil War will be a touchstone for historians and generalists who seek to gain a fuller understanding of life on
the home front between 1861 and 1865.--Civil War History The Children's Civil War is a poignant and fascinating look at
childhood during our nation's greatest crisis. Using sources that include diaries, memoirs, and letters, James Marten
examines the wartime experiences of young people--boys and girls, black and white, northern and southern--and traces
the ways in which the Civil War shaped the lives of a generation of American children. -->
Late twentieth and early twenty-first century America has been labeled as “The New Gilded Age,” a phrase that
embodies the glitz and glamour of one of the wealthiest countries in the world but also suggests the greed, corruption,
and inequalities teeming just below the surface. Identifying some of the sparkling moments of humanity interwoven
between the moments of crisis, Best of Times, Worst of Times features short stories by such renowned writers as Junot
Diaz, George Saunders, Jhumpa Lahiri, Tobias Wolff, and many others, whose distinctive authorial voices lend urgency
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and a sense of heightened awareness to the modern moment. Commenting on and making sense of what is going on in
America today, fractured as it is by two ongoing wars, the aftermath of 9/11, Hurricane Katrina, and the worst economic
collapse since the Great Depression, these stories speak to some of the most germane issues confronting America
today, from race relations, immigration, and social class to gender issues, Iraq, and imperialism. These expertly culled,
emotionally powerful stories provide the perfect mirror with which to examine the real state of the union.
“Susan has placed the history of knitting within the context of American history, so we can clearly see how knitting is intertwined
with such subjects as geography, migration, politics, economics, female emancipation, and evolving social mores. She has traced
how a melting pot of knitting traditions found their way into American culture via vast waves of immigration, expanded opportunity
for travel, and technology.” —Melanie Falick This is the history that Knitting America celebrates. Beautifully illustrated with vintage
pattern booklets, posters, postcards, black-and-white historical photographs, and contemporary color photographs of knitted
pieces in private collections and in museums, this book is an exquisite view of America through the handiwork of its knitters.
"Presents excerpts from the diary of Carrie Berry, a 10-year-old girl who lived in the Confederate South in 1864"-"Women and the Material Culture of Needlework and Textiles, 1750?950 "Routledge
Exploring privileged Confederate women's wartime experiences, this book chronicles the clash of the old and the new within a
group that was at once the beneficiary and the victim of the social order of the Old South.
A conclusion to the four-part series chronicles the Virginia and Atlanta campaigns of 1864 through the final surrender of
Confederate forces in June 1865.
"While historians have examined the struggles and challenges that confronted the Southern plantation mistress during the
American Civil War, until now no one has considered the ways in which the conflict shaped the lives of elite young women,
otherwise known as belles. In The Confederate Belle, Giselle Roberts uses diaries, letters, and memoirs to uncover the unique
wartime experiences of young ladies in Mississippi and Louisiana. In the plantation culture of the antebellum South, belles
enhanced their family's status through their appearance and accomplishments and, later, by marrying well." "During the American
Civil War, a new patriotic womanhood superseded the antebellum feminine ideal. It demanded that Confederate women sacrifice
everything for their beloved cause, including their men, homes, fine dresses, and social occasions, to ensure the establishment of
a new nation and the preservation of elite ideas about race, class, and gender. As menfolk answered the call to arms, southern
matrons had to redefine their roles as mistresses and wives. Southern belles faced a different, yet equally daunting task. After
being prepared for a delightful "bellehood," young ladies were forced to reassess their traditional rite of passage into womanhood,
to compromise their understanding of femininity at a pivotal time in their lives. They found themselves caught between antebellum
traditions of honor and of gentility, a binary patriotic feminine ideal and wartime reality."--BOOK JACKET. Book jacket.
The Union army's overwhelming vote for Abraham Lincoln's reelection in 1864 has led many Civil War scholars to conclude that
the soldiers supported the Republican Party and its effort to abolish slavery. In Emancipation, the Union Army, and the Reelection
of Abraham Lincoln Jonathan W. White challenges this reigning paradigm in Civil War historiography, arguing instead that the
soldier vote in the presidential election of 1864 is not a reliable index of the army's ideological motivation or political sentiment.
Although 78 percent of the soldiers' votes were cast for Lincoln, White contends that this was not wholly due to a political or social
conversion to the Republican Party. Rather, he argues, historians have ignored mitigating factors such as voter turnout,
intimidation at the polls, and how soldiers voted in nonpresidential elections in 1864. While recognizing that many soldiers
changed their views on slavery and emancipation during the war, White suggests that a considerable number still rejected the
Republican platform, and that many who voted for Lincoln disagreed with his views on slavery. He likewise explains that many
northerners considered a vote for the Democratic ticket as treasonous and an admission of defeat. Using previously untapped
court-martial records from the National Archives, as well as manuscript collections from across the country, White convincingly
revises many commonly held assumptions about the Civil War era and provides a deeper understanding of the Union Army.
Between 250,000 and 500,000 boy soldiers fought in the U.S. Civil War. Many more children were exposed to the war's ravages in
their home towns—in Atlanta, Baton Rouge, Columbia, Fredericksburg, Gettysburg, Harper's Ferry, Richmond, and Vicksburg—and
during Sherman's March to the Sea. Based on eyewitness accounts of 120 children, ages four to sixteen, Reluctant Witnesses
tells their story of the war: their experience of the hardships they endured and how they managed to cope. Their voices speak of
courage and despair, of horror and heroism, and of the bonds of family and community and the powers of faith that helped them
survive. Their diaries, letters, and reminiscences are a testimony to the astonishing resiliency in the face of great adversity and
their extraordinary capacity to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives. Like children of contemporary wars, these children from
the Union and the Confederacy speak to us across centuries without hate but with the stubborn hope that peace might prevail in
the end.
In this in-depth and detailed history, Timothy J. Williams reveals that antebellum southern higher education did more than train
future secessionists and proslavery ideologues. It also fostered a growing world of intellectualism flexible enough to marry the
era's middle-class value system to the honor-bound worldview of the southern gentry. By focusing on the students' perspective
and drawing from a rich trove of their letters, diaries, essays, speeches, and memoirs, Williams narrates the under examined story
of education and manhood at the University of North Carolina, the nation's first public university. Every aspect of student life is
considered, from the formal classroom and the vibrant curriculum of private literary societies to students' personal relationships
with each other, their families, young women, and college slaves. In each of these areas, Williams sheds new light on the cultural
and intellectual history of young southern men, and in the process dispels commonly held misunderstandings of southern history.
Williams's fresh perspective reveals that students of this era produced a distinctly southern form of intellectual masculinity and
maturity that laid the foundation for the formulation of the post–Civil War South.
Eleven iconoclastic scholars take aim at many of the accepted interpretations of the Civil War North in this provocative new
anthology
A reference for historians, genealogists and other researchers is a compilation bibliography detailing the Civil War manuscript
collections of Georgia that features institutionally arranged, cross-referenced entries for subjects ranging from social history and
women's issues to African-American studies and soldier testimonials.
Teenager Sallie Hester and her family packed their supplies into a wagon and set off on a dangerous 2,000 mile journey to
California. They faced disease, raging rivers, and blazing hot deserts. Through it all, Sallie wrote down her experiences in a diary.
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Read her story, and learn about the Oregon Trail from someone who traveled it.
The Civil War has long been described as a war pitting "brother against brother." The divided family is an enduring metaphor for
the divided nation, but it also accurately reflects the reality of America's bloodiest war. Connecting the metaphor to the real
experiences of families whose households were split by conflicting opinions about the war, Amy Murrell Taylor provides a social
and cultural history of the divided family in Civil War America. In hundreds of border state households, brothers--and sisters--really
did fight one another, while fathers and sons argued over secession and husbands and wives struggled with opposing national
loyalties. Even enslaved men and women found themselves divided over how to respond to the war. Taylor studies letters, diaries,
newspapers, and government documents to understand how families coped with the unprecedented intrusion of war into their
private lives. Family divisions inflamed the national crisis while simultaneously embodying it on a small scale--something noticed
by writers of popular fiction and political rhetoric, who drew explicit connections between the ordeal of divided families and that of
the nation. Weaving together an analysis of this popular imagery with the experiences of real families, Taylor demonstrates how
the effects of the Civil War went far beyond the battlefield to penetrate many facets of everyday life.
Rejecting traditional notions of what constitutes art, this book brings together essays on a variety of fiber arts to recoup women's
artistic practices by redefining what counts as art. Although scholars over the last twenty years have turned their attention to fiber
arts, redefining the conditions, practices, and products as art, there is still much work to be done to deconstruct the stubborn
patriarchal art/craft binary. With essays on a range of fiber art practices, including embroidery, knitting, crocheting, machine
stitching, rug making, weaving, and quilting, this collection contributes to the ongoing scholarly redefinition of women's relationship
to creative activity. Focusing on women as producers of cultural products and creators of social value, the contributors treat
women as active subjects and problematize their material practices and artifacts in the complex world of textiles. Each essay also
examines the ways in which needlework both performs gender and, in turn, constructs gender. Moreover, in concentrating on and
theorizing material practices of textiles, these essays reorient the study of fiber arts towards a focus on process?the making of the
object, including the conditions under which it was made, by whom, and for what purpose?as a way to rethink the fiber arts as
social praxis.

Marching with Sherman: Through Georgia and the Carolinas with the 154th New York presents an innovative and
provocative study of the most notorious campaigns of the Civil War -- Union General William Tecumseh Sherman's
devastating 1864 "March to the Sea" and the 1865 Carolinas Campaign. The book follows the 154th New York regiment
through three states and chronicles 150 years, from the start of the campaigns to their impact today. Mark H. Dunkelman
expands on the brief accounts of Sherman's marches found in regimental histories with an in-depth look at how one
northern unit participated in the campaigns and how they remembered them decades later. Dunkelman also includes the
often-overlooked perspective of southerners -- most of them women -- who encountered the soldiers of the 154th New
York. In examining the postwar reminiscences of those staunch Confederate daughters, Dunkelman identifies the myths
and legends that have flourished in the South for more than a century. Marching with Sherman concludes with
Dunkelman's own trip along the 154th New York's route through Dixie -- echoing the accounts of previous travelers -- and
examining the memories of the marches that linger today.
On a remote Scottish island, American antiques dealer Kate Hamilton wrestles with her own past while sleuthing a brutal
killing, staged to recreate a two-hundred-year-old unsolved murder. Autumn has come and gone on Scotland’s Isle of
Glenroth, and the islanders gather for the Tartan Ball, the annual end-of-tourist-season gala. Spirits are high. A recently
published novel about island history has brought hordes of tourists to the small Hebridean resort community. On the
guest list is American antiques dealer Kate Hamilton. Kate returns reluctantly to the island where her husband died,
determined to repair her relationship with his sister, proprietor of the island’s luxe country house hotel, famous for its
connection with Bonnie Prince Charlie. Kate has hardly unpacked when the next morning a body is found, murdered in a
reenactment of an infamous unsolved murder described in the novel—and the only clue to the killer’s identity lies in a
curiously embellished antique casket. The Scottish police discount the historical connection, but when a much-loved local
handyman is arrested, Kate teams up with a vacationing detective inspector from Suffolk, England, to unmask a killer
determined to rewrite island history—and Kate’s future.
The courage and sacrifices of the Southern women who stood in the way of Sherman’s March to the Sea from Atlanta to
Savannah during the Civil War. When General Sherman led 60,000 soldiers on a sixty-mile-wide path of destruction
through Georgia, the purpose was to frighten civilians into abandoning the Confederate cause. Most Georgia women
were left to face the enemy alone—their men were off fighting or hiding for fear of being killed or taken as prisoners of war.
But these steel magnolias were well-prepared to protect all that was rightfully theirs . . . Cathy Kaemmerlen, a renowned
storyteller and historical interpreter, provides a colorful collection of tales of exceptional Georgia women who made great
sacrifices in an effort to save their families and homes. From the innocent diary of a 10-year-old girl to the words of a
woman who risks everything to see her husband one last time, Kaemmerlen exposes the grit and gumption of these
remarkable Southern women in inspiring and entertaining fashion.
During the Civil War, cities, houses, forests, and soldiers’ bodies were transformed into “dead heaps of ruins,” novel
sights in the southern landscape. How did this happen, and why? And what did Americans—northern and southern, black
and white, male and female—make of this proliferation of ruins? Ruin Nation is the first book to bring together
environmental and cultural histories to consider the evocative power of ruination as an imagined state, an act of
destruction, and a process of change. Megan Kate Nelson examines the narratives and images that Americans produced
as they confronted the war’s destructiveness. Architectural ruins—cities and houses—dominated the stories that soldiers
and civilians told about the “savage” behavior of men and the invasions of domestic privacy. The ruins of living
things—trees and bodies—also provoked discussion and debate. People who witnessed forests and men being blown
apart were plagued by anxieties about the impact of wartime technologies on nature and on individual identities. The
obliteration of cities, houses, trees, and men was a shared experience. Nelson shows that this is one of the ironies of the
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war’s ruination—in a time of the most extreme national divisiveness people found common ground as they considered the
war’s costs. And yet, very few of these ruins still exist, suggesting that the destructive practices that dominated the
experiences of Americans during the Civil War have been erased from our national consciousness.
This volume examines the daily lives of soldiers and families during the Civil War considering the roles and experiences
of men, women, and children, black and white, with special sections on religion and popular culture.
Excerpts from the diary of Carrie Berry, describing her family's life in the Confederate South in 1864. Supplemented by
sidebars, activities and a timeline of the era.
The Civil War brought many forms of upheaval to America, not only in waking hours but also in the dark of night.
Sleeplessness plagued the Union and Confederate armies, and dreams of war glided through the minds of Americans in
both the North and South. Sometimes their nightly visions brought the horrors of the conflict vividly to life. But for others,
nighttime was an escape from the hard realities of life and death in wartime. In this innovative new study, Jonathan W.
White explores what dreams meant to Civil War–era Americans and what their dreams reveal about their experiences
during the war. He shows how Americans grappled with their fears, desires, and struggles while they slept, and how their
dreams helped them make sense of the confusion, despair, and loneliness that engulfed them. White takes readers into
the deepest, darkest, and most intimate places of the Civil War, connecting the emotional experiences of soldiers and
civilians to the broader history of the conflict, confirming what poets have known for centuries: that there are some truths
that are only revealed in the world of darkness.
Diaries of a nineteenth-century scholar, reformer, teacher, and writer
There is an extraordinary range of material in this anthology, from Lincoln’s Gettysburg address to a contemporary account of a visit from the
Ku Klux Klan. The primary sources reproduced are both visual and written, and the secondary materials present a remarkable breadth and
quality of relevant scholarship. Contains an extensive selection of writings and illustrations on the American Civil War Reflects society and
culture as well as the politics and key battles of the Civil War Reproduces and links primary and secondary sources to encourage exploration
of the material Includes editorial introductions and study questions to aid understanding
In this Grade 4 Teacher's Resource Guide, you will find:10 best practices for close reading applied to small group instruction; Strategies for
differentiating instruction for on grade level, approaching grade level, above grade level, and English Language Learners; Mini-lessons to
teach the process of independent close reading; A launching lesson for each unit; Lessons for all six books (3 literary sources and 3
informational sources) that include independent close reading, follow-up text-dependent questions, and a skill matched to the selected
passages; A text-to-text lesson at the end of the unit integrating all sources; Assessment tasks aligned to Common Core Standards and
Depth of Knowledge; Rubrics, checklists, annotation sheets, skill targets, answer frames, and more to help you scaffold student learning.
A detailed history of one of the most grisly episodes of the Civil War provides a balanced treatment of the North's invasion of Atlanta,
debunking many long-standing myths and misconceptions of the battle.
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